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Using the feedback activity in Moodle (student version) 
 
Click on the link to the feedback activity in your 
Moodle course. 
 
You will be presented with a screen similar to this one where you 
should click on the Answer the questions link. 
 
Depending on how the module leader has set 
the feedback activity up you will either be 
presented with a page of questions as in this 
example or one question per page with 
navigation buttons. 
 
The module leader can choose to gather your 
name within the feedback process or to gather 
anonymous data.  If they are not anonymising 
the data you will see a message stating so at 
the top of the feedback activity. 
 
There are several different question types that 
your module leader may use.  They can also 
choose to make some questions required and these will have a red asterisk beside them. 
 
You may be asked to complete a captcha question before you are given access to the main 
questions but this is more likely on open courses than normal OBU modules. 
 
Short and long answer questions will have a 
textbox where you can type your answers.  These 
will be limited to a specific number of lines and 
characters. 
 
Multiple choice questions can be displayed with radio buttons or a dropdown menu (for 
single answer questions) or checkboxes (for multiple answer questions). 
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Numeric questions will ask you to type an 
answer between two displayed values. 
 
When you have completed the feedback activity, click on the Submit your answers button.  
You will then be presented with a confirmatory/thank you message (depending on how the 
module leader has set up the feedback activity). 
 
If the module leader has allowed multiple attempts you can go back into the feedback activity 
several times and resubmit your answers.  If they have only allowed one attempt you will see 
a red message saying you have already completed the activity.   
 
 
If the module leader has allowed you to see the responses you will have a Submitted 
answers link above the red message that you can click on to view the group responses.  
The Continue button will return you to your Moodle course. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
